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Abstract
In this paper we show how to obtain heterotic double field theory from exceptional
field theory by breaking half of the supersymmetry. We focus on the SL(5) exceptional
field theory and show that when the extended space contains a generalised SU(2)-structure
manifold one can define a reduction to obtain the heterotic SO(3, n) double field theory. In
this picture, the reduction on the SU(2)-structure breaks half of the supersymmetry of the
exceptional field theory and the gauge group of the heterotic double field theory is given by
the embedding tensor of the reduction used. Finally, we study the example of a consistent
truncation of M-theory on K3 and recover the duality with the heterotic string on T 3. This
suggests that the extended space can be made sense of even in the case of non-toroidal
compactifications.
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1
1 Introduction
Exceptional field theory [1–3] is an Ed(d)-manifest extension of supergravity which has been
shown to include 11-dimensional and IIB SUGRA in one unified formalism. The starting point
for exceptional field theory (EFT), just as for generalised geometry [4,5], is a Kaluza-Klein split of
11-dimensional SUGRA. The bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom then form representations
of the exceptional groups and their maximal compact subgroups, respectively. In EFT, one also
extends the coordinates to form a representation of the exceptional groups.
When one considers the Ed(d) EFT on a d-torus, the interpretation of the exceptional group
and the extra coordinates becomes very clear. The exceptional group, or rather its integer
part Ed(d)(Z), represents the U-duality group, and the extended coordinates are the Fourier
duals of momentum- and wrapping-modes of branes. However, on more general backgrounds
the interpretation of the extended coordinate space is much less clear. However, in the case
of double field theory (DFT) [6, 7], which is an O(d, d)-manifest extension of type II SUGRA
following in the footsteps of earlier work [8–13], one can interpret the doubled space as arising
from the independent zero-modes of the left- and right-movers of the string, and one might expect
a similar picture in the case of EFT.
With this in mind, we here wish to study exceptional field theories on backgrounds with
non-trivial structure group. To be concrete we work with the SL(5) EFT which has a seven-
dimensional “external” space, and a 10-dimensional “extended internal” space. In this case
one can consider a background which has generalised SU(2)-structure [14, 15] in which case
the background breaks half of the supersymmetry of the exceptional field theory. A particular
example of such a background would be a K3 surface.
In [14] the distinction is drawn between the linear symmetry group of a theory and the
duality group of the truncation on a particular background. The linear symmetry group of a
theory determines what representations its field content transforms under. For example the linear
symmetry group is GL(d) in the case of d-dimensional general relativity, or Ed(d) in the case of
exceptional generalised geometry and EFT, because of the inclusion of p-form field strengths.
On the other hand, the duality group should here be understood as the symmetry group
acting on the moduli space of a truncation of the theory on a particular background. It is this
group which becomes the global symmetry group of the lower-dimensional gauged SUGRA and in
principle this is different from Ed(d), and even much larger. In particular, for seven-dimensional
consistent N = 2 truncations of EFT, [14] shows that the duality group becomes O(3, n) where
n 6= 3 in general. When the background is generalised parallelisable, the linear symmetry and
duality groups coincide explaining the emergence of the Ed(d) groups as the global symmetry
group for maximally supersymmetric consistent truncations. We will show that the extended
coordinate space can be understood to enhance in a similar fashion with the duality group.
In particular, we use the technology of [14] to show that exceptional field theory can be
reduced to the heterotic double field theory [10, 11, 16] when the extended space contains a
generalised SU(2)-structure manifold. The generalised SU(2)-structure breaks half of the super-
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symmetry and the embedding tensor of the particular SU(2)-structure reduction that is used
defines the gauging of the heterotic double field theory. This is reminiscent of the procedure
used in [17] to reduce exceptional field theory to massive IIA supergravity.
From our work a picture emerges for the role of the extended coordinates of EFT on such
SU(2)-structure manifolds. A twisted version of the extended coordinates can be used to define
the (n+ 3)-dimensional extended space of the O(3, n) heterotic double field theory. Furthermore,
the generalised Lie derivative of the SL(5) EFT reduces to the O(3, n) heterotic DFT, with the
gauging determined by the reduction on the SU(2)-structure space. Indeed, the entire action
reduces to that of the heterotic O(3, n) DFT in the so-called “frame formalism” [16, 18].
We also use these results to show how the duality between M-theory on K3 and the heterotic
string on T 3 emerges in exceptional field theory. The K3 surface depends on four coordinates,
which when chosen as part of the section, become the M-theory coordinates. On the other hand,
if the section is chosen to exclude these four coordinates, we obtain a truncation of the abelian
O(3, 19) heterotic DFT on T 3. Thus, a duality here corresponds to a change of section, in the
same way that a conventional U-duality does, as has been advocated in [19,20]. In the language
of [21], this corresponds to a choice of polarisation.
We begin with a short review of the SL(5) EFT in section 2 and a summary of the relevant
findings of [14] in section 3. In section 4 we then show how to perform the reduction Ansatz that
gives rise to the heterotic DFT. We also discuss how (n+ 3)-dimensional extended space emerges
and how the SL(5) generalised Lie derivative reduces to the heterotic one. In section 5 we show
that the SL(5) EFT action reduces to that of the heterotic DFT in the frame formalism [18] and
with a Kaluza-Klein split [22] with the seven external dimensions. Finally, we discuss in section
6 how the duality between M-theory on K3 and the heterotic string on T 3 arises in exceptional
field theory before concluding in section 7.
2 Overview of exceptional field theory
Here we will give a very brief overview of the main ingredients of the SL(5) exceptional field
theory which we will require in the remaining discussion. We will introduce further concepts
where they are needed along the way in the rest of the paper. We refer the reader to the
reviews [23–25] and the papers [2, 3, 26] for more details.
The SL(5) EFT can be viewed as a reformulation of 11-dimensional supergravity which makes
the linear symmetry group SL(5) manifest. Thus, the starting point is 11-dimensional supergrav-
ity in a 7+4 split. Let us use xµ, µ = 1, . . . , 7, as coordinates for the “external” 7-d space and
label yi¯, i¯ = 1, . . . , 4 as the four “internal coordinates”. These are part of 10 “extended coordi-
nates”, Y ab, forming the antisymmetric representation of SL(5), where we use a, b = 1, . . . , 5 as
fundamental SL(5) indices. In the case where the internal geometry really is a torus, the extra
six coordinates can be understood as being dual to wrapping modes of branes.
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All scalars with respect to this (7 + 4)-split can be described by the generalised metric
Mab ∈ SL(5)/USp(4) . (2.1)
Similarly all bosonic objects with one leg in the external space can be combined into 10 vector
fields Aµab, those with two external legs can be combined into five two-forms Bµν,a, etc.
The local symmetries of 11-dimensional supergravity, i.e. diffeomorphisms and p-form trans-
formations, also combine into a SL(5) action, generated by the so-called generalised Lie derivative.
For a tensor in the SL(5) fundamental representation V a of weight λ this takes the form [26–28]
LΛV a = 1
2
Λbc∂bcV
a − V b∂bcΛac + 1
5
V a∂bcΛ
bc +
λ
2
V a∂bcΛ
bc . (2.2)
For consistency the algebra of generalised diffeomorphisms must close, i.e.
[LΛ1 ,LΛ2 ]V a = L[Λ1,Λ2]DV a . (2.3)
Here the D-bracket just represents the action of a generalised Lie derivative,
[Λ1,Λ2]
ab
D = LΛ1Λab2 . (2.4)
In order for (2.3) to hold one needs to impose the so-called section condition [26, 27]
∂[abf∂cd]g = 0 , ∂[ab∂cd]f = 0 , (2.5)
where f and g denote any two objects of the SL(5) EFT. There are two inequivalent solutions to
the section condition, one corresponding to 11-dimensional SUGRA and the other corresponds
to type IIB. Upon using a solution of the section condition, the generalised Lie derivative (2.2)
generates the p-form gauge transformation and diffeomorphisms of the corresponding SUGRA.
Similarly, the EFT action reduces to that of 11-dimensional or IIB SUGRA [3, 29, 30], upon
imposing a solution of the section condition.
In exceptional field theory, and also double field theory, one can then interpret the choice of
section as a duality transformation. In particular, the duality between strings and waves [19],
branes and monopoles [20], and their non-geometric counterparts [31], can be seen to arise this
way. It has also been suggested that the M-theory / F-theory duality can be interpreted this
way [32]. Our work here also suggests that the heterotic / M-theory duality can also be seen as
an exchange of solutions of the section condition.
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3 Summary of consistent N = 2 truncations
3.1 Reformulation of the SL(5) EFT
In [14] it was shown how to construct seven-dimensional half-maximal consistent truncations of
the SL(5) EFT. We will use this technology here to perform a half-maximally supersymmetric
reduction of SL(5) EFT which yields the O(n, 3) heterotic double field theory. Let us begin by
reviewing the relevant results of [14].
A generalised SU(2)-structure is defined by the nowhere vanishing SL(5) tensors
(κ, Aa, A
a, Bu,ab) , (3.1)
where a = 1, . . . , 5 is a fundamental SL(5) index, u = 1, . . . , 3 is a triplet index of SU(2)R and κ is
a tensor density under generalised diffeomorphisms, which can be identified with the determinant
of the external metric κ = |e|1/7. These tensors are subject to the compatibility conditions
AaAa =
1
2
, Bu,abA
b = 0 , Bu,abBv,cdǫ
abcde = 4
√
2Ae δuv . (3.2)
In [14] it was shown that any set of such tensors imply the existence of two nowhere-vanishing
spinors and hence a truncation on such a background gives a half-maximally supersymmetric
theory. Because these tensors define a SU(2)-structure group and SU(2) ⊂ USp(4) they also
implicitly define a generalised metric.
Furthermore, in [14], it was shown how to rewrite the entire EFT in terms of the SU(2)-
structure (κ, Aa, A
a, Bu,ab) instead of the generalised metric Mab. These can be thought of
as the exceptional analogue of the (almost) Ka¨hler and (almost) complex structure of ordinary
SU(2)-structure manifolds. To rewrite the action one introduces a generalised SU(2)-connection
whose intrinsic torsion can be used to rewrite the generalised Ricci scalar of EFT, as well as the
SUSY variations. The intrinsic torsion transforms in the following representations of SU(2)S ×
SU(2)R ⊂ SL(5):
Wint = 2 · (1,1)⊕ (3,1)⊕ 2 · (1,3)⊕ (3,3)⊕ 3 · (2,2)⊕ (2,4) . (3.3)
We refer readers who are interested in the definition of intrinsic torsion to [15, 33] as well as for
this particular case [14].
In order to write the intrinsic torsion explicitly, we will make use of
Vu
ab = ǫabcdeBu,cdAe , and V˜u
ab = κǫabcdeBu,cdAe , (3.4)
where V˜u
ab has weight 15 and is thus a generalised vector. In addition we will need projectors
onto the (1,1) ⊂ 5, (3,1) ⊂ 10 as SL(5) → SU(2)S × SU(2)R as well as a projector onto the
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(2,4) ⊂ (2,2)× (1,3) of SU(2)S × SU(2)R. These are given by
Pa
b = δa
b − 2AaAb ,
Pab
cd =
(
δab
cd − 1
2
√
2
Bu,abVu
cd + 4A[aA
[cδb]
d]
)
,
Pa
u,b
v = δa
bδuv +
√
2
3
BuacVv
cb .
(3.5)
We can now write down the irreducible components of the intrinsic torsion.
Singlets
S = Aa∂abA
b ,
T =
1
12κ
ǫuvwV
u,cdLV˜ vBwcd .
(3.6)
(1,3)
Tu = −2κ2AaLV˜u
(
Aaκ
−3
)
,
Su = 2κ
−6LV˜uκ5 .
(3.7)
(3,1)
Tab =
1
12κ
Pab
cdLV˜uBucd
=
1
12κ
(
LV˜uBuab −
1
2
√
2
BvabVv
cdLV˜uBucd + 4AcA[aLV˜uBub]c
)
.
(3.8)
(3,3)
T uab =
1
12κ
ǫuvwPab
cdLV˜vBw,cd
=
1
12κ
ǫuvw
(
LV˜vBw,ab −
1
2
√
2
BxabVx
cdLV˜vBw,cd + 4AcA[aLV˜vB|w|,b]c
)
.
(3.9)
(2,2)
Sa =
1
κ3
∂ab
(
Abκ3
)− 2AaAb∂bcAc ,
Ta =
1
12κ
ǫuvwBu,abVv
bcLV˜wAc ,
Ua =
1
κ
Bu,abLV˜ uAb .
(3.10)
(2,4)
T ua =
1
κ
Pa
u,b
vǫ
vwxBw,bcLV˜xAc . (3.11)
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The generalised Ricci scalar R of the EFT is then given by
R = 8S2 − 2T 2 − 8
√
2ST − 3TuT u + TuSu − 3
4
SuS
u − 16
√
2 ǫabcdeTabTcdAe
− 36√2 ǫabcdeT uabTu,cdAe − 4
√
2
3
MabSaSb − 16
3
MabSaTb +
8
3
MabUaSb ,
(3.12)
which is to be thought of as the half-maximal analogue to the flux formulation of DFT and
EFT [34–40]. The EFT potential, which is defined as all the terms in the EFT action with only
derivatives along Y ab, is in turn given by
V = −1
4
R+ 1
2
Vu
abV u,cd∇˜abgµν∇˜cdgµν , (3.13)
where ∇˜ab is the SU(2)-connection. Because gµν is a SL(5) density of weight 25 , the SU(2)-
connection acts as
∇˜abgµν = |e|2/7∂ab
(
gµν |e|−2/7
)
. (3.14)
Finally, the kinetic terms of the EFT action can also be written in terms of Aa, Aa and Bu,ab
instead of the generalise metric Mab. In [14] it was shown that they are given by
Lkin =
1
2
√
2
gµν (DµBu,abDνB
u
cd) ǫ
abcdeAe − 14 gµνDµAaDνAa
+
1
8
FµνabFµν cd
(
Bu,abB
u
cd −Bu[abBucd]
)− 1
48
Hµνρ,aHµνρbAaAb ,
(3.15)
up to terms which vanish in a N = 2 theory.
The full EFT action is then given by
S =
∫
d10Y d7x|e|(LEH + Lkin − V ) + Stop , (3.16)
where LEH is the 7-dimensional external Einstein-Hilbert term and Stop is the topological term
of the EFT action [3, 41, 42] which require no further modification.
3.2 Consistent N = 2 truncations
As argued in [14], the truncation must not keep any doublets of the SU(2)-structure group in
order to yield an honest seven-dimensional N = 2 theory. In particular, a nowhere-vanishing
doublet of SU(2)S would imply that the structure group is actually trivial and there is underlying
N = 4 supersymmetry. By decomposing SL(5)→ SU(2)S×SU(2)R one finds that after removing
the SU(2)S doublets all remaining fields organise themselves into triplets and singlets of SU(2)S
and SU(2)R.
As a result, one can define a N = 2 truncation of the SL(5) theory by expanding all fields
in terms of a basis of sections of the (1,1)-, (3,1)- and (1,3)-bundles of SU(2)S × SU(2)R.
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Because SU(2)R is trivially fibred there can be only three sections of SU(2)R while SU(2)S is
non-trivially fibred and hence one can use n sections of the (3,1). n determines the number of
vector multiplets in the seven-dimensional half-maximal gauged SUGRA. We label these sections
as
ρ(Y ) , na(Y ) , na(Y ) , ωM,ab(Y ) , (3.17)
where we have also introduced a SL(5) density ρ(Y ). Here M = 1, . . . , n+ 3 labels the sections
of the (1,3)- and (3,1)-bundles. These sections thus satisfy
ωM,abn
b = 0 , (3.18)
and we further normalise them according to
nana = 1 , ωM,abωN,cdǫ
abcde = 4ηMNn
e . (3.19)
Here ηMN has signature (3, n) reflecting the number of sections of the (1,3)- and (3,1)-bundles
used.
It is useful to also introduce
ωM
ab = ǫabcdeωM,cdne , (3.20)
which satisfy
ωM
abωN,ab = 4ηMN , ωM
abnb = 0 , (3.21)
as a result of (3.19) and (3.18). Further useful identities are
ω(M
cdωN)ca = ηMN
(
δa
b − nanb
)
,
ωM,abǫ
abcde = 3ωM
[cdne] ,
ωM
abǫabcde = 12ωM [cdne] ,
ωM
abωN
cdǫabcde = 16ηMNn
e .
(3.22)
We will also often make use of the generalised vector
ω˜M
ab = ρωM
ab , (3.23)
which has weight 15 and thus can be used as a generator of generalised diffeomorphisms.
3.2.1 Truncation Ansatz
One can now perform a truncation Ansatz by expanding all the fields of the SL(5) EFT in terms
of ρ, na, n
a and ωM,ab. We will label the truncation Ansatz by the brackets 〈〉. For the scalar
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fields κ, Aa, A
a and Bu,ab it is given by
〈κ〉(x, Y ) = |e¯|1/7(x) e−2d(x)/5 ρ(Y ) ,
〈Aa〉(x, Y ) = 1√
2
e−4d(x)/5na(Y ) ,
〈Aa〉(x, Y ) = 1√
2
e4d(x)/5na(Y ) ,
〈Bu,ab〉(x, Y ) = e−2d(x)/5 bu,M (x)ωMab(Y ) ,
(3.24)
and hence
〈Vuab〉 = 1√
2
e2d(x)/5 bu,M (x)ω
M,ab(Y ) . (3.25)
In order to satisfy the compatibility conditions (3.2), the bu,M are subject to the constraint
bu,M bv,Nη
MN = δuv . (3.26)
Furthermore, the u index labels the triplet of SU(2)R and we wish to identify any objects related
by R-symmetry. This leaves 3n degrees of freedom in bu,M which is also the dimension of the
coset space ON3,nO(3)×O(n) . Indeed, we can use bu,M to define a symmetric group element of O(3, n)
by
bu,Mb
u
N =
1
2
(ηMN −HMN ) . (3.27)
Because of (3.26), HMN satisfies
HMPHNQηPQ = ηMN , (3.28)
showing that it is an element of O(3, n). HMN can be identified as the generalised metric of
seven-dimensional gauged SUGRA and we will see here that it also becomes the generalised
metric of the heterotic DFT. Additionally, the scalars |e¯| will become the determinant of the
external seven-dimensional vielbein and d the generalised dilaton of the heterotic DFT.
The truncation Ansa¨tze for the remaining fields are
〈Aµab〉(x, Y ) = AµM (x)ωMab(Y ) ρ(Y ) ,
〈Bµν,a〉(x, Y ) = −4Bµν(x)na(Y ) ρ2(Y ) ,
〈Cµνγa〉(x, Y ) = Cµνγ(x)na(Y ) ρ3(Y ) ,
〈Dµνγσ,ab〉(x, Y ) = DµνγσM (x)ωMab(Y ) ρ4(Y ) ,
〈eµµ¯〉(x, Y ) = e¯µµ¯(x) e−2d(x)/5 ρ(Y ) .
(3.29)
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3.2.2 Consistency conditions and embedding tensor
In order to have a consistent truncation one needs to impose a set of differential constraints on
the section ρ, na, n
a and ωM,ab which define the truncation. The so-called “doublet” conditions
naLω˜M ω˜N,ab = 0 ,
Lω˜Mna = nanbLω˜Mnb ,
∂ab
(
nbρ3
)
= ρ3nan
b∂bcn
c ,
(3.30)
ensure that the (2,2) and (2,4) representation of the intrinsic torsion vanish. This is required
in order to avoid couplings to SU(2)S doublets in the SL(5) fields which we want to remove in
the truncation Ansatz in order to have a N = 2 theory.
In addition, we require the sections ωM,ab to form a closed set under the generalised Lie
derivative, i.e.
Lω˜MωNab =
1
4
(Lω˜MωNcd)ωP cdωP ab . (3.31)
Given the (3.30) and (3.31) one can identify the object
gMNP ≡ 1
4
Lω˜MωN,abωP ab , (3.32)
with the embedding tensor of the half-maximal gauged SUGRA. In particular, it has only three
irreducible representations, given by two O(n+ 3) vectors
fM = n
aLω˜Mna , ξM = ρ−1Lω˜Mρ , (3.33)
and a totally antisymmetric 3-index tensor
fMNP = g[MNP ] , (3.34)
which are the only representations allowed by the linear constraint of seven-dimensional half-
maximal gauged SUGRA [43]. One can also identify the p = 3 deformation [44] with
Θ = ρna∂abn
b . (3.35)
It is easy to see that just as in the maximal case, the closure of the algebra of generalised
diffeomorphisms implies the quadratic constraint of the gauged SUGRA. Thus, imposing the
section condition on ρ, na, n
a and ωM,ab is sufficient to satisfy the quadratic constraints of
gauged SUGRA. Additionally, if one wants to obtain an action principle, one must ensure that
ξM , the so-called trombone tensor, vanishes. Using the truncation Ansatz (3.24), (3.29) one
finds that the dependence on the internal coordinates, Y ab, appears only through the embedding
tensor and as an overall factor of ρ5. Thus, we obtain a consistent truncation when the sections
obey (3.30), (3.31) and the embedding tensor given (3.34), (3.33) and (3.35) is constant and
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obeys the quadratic constraint.
4 Heterotic DFT as a half-maximal reduction of EFT
We will now show that the above set-up can be used to reduce the SL(5) EFT to the O(3, n)
heterotic DFT. This requires half of the supersymmetry to be broken which can be achieved by
reducing the theory on a generalised SU(2)-structure manifold living in the extended space. In
particular, we will use the Ansa¨tze (3.24) and (3.29) but we will allow the coefficients, which in
the truncation Ansatz only depend on the seven xµ coordinates, to also depend on the extended
space Y ab. These coefficients will then become the heterotic DFT fields.
However, for consistency we will have to impose certain restrictions of their the dependence on
the Y ab. We will see that these conditions allow us to define the n+3 internal derivatives of the
heterotic DFT by “twisting” the 10 extended coordinate derivatives ∂ab and that the generalised
Lie derivative of the SL(5) EFT will reduce to the heterotic generalised Lie derivative. The
gauge group of the heterotic DFT will be determined by the embedding tensor defined by the
SU(2)-structure reduction.
What we are doing here is reminiscent of the procedure to relate EFT to massive IIA theory
[17]. There a reduction was performed on a twisted torus in the extended space and the resulting
reduced EFT fields had a limited dependence on the Y ab which upon solving the section condition
led to massive IIA theory (or its IIB dual).
4.1 Reduction Ansatz
We will now use the same Ansatz for the scalars, gauge fields and spinors as in the consistent
N = 2 truncation Ansatz of [14], i.e. equations (3.24), (3.29), but still allow the coefficients to
depend on some of the extended space coordinates Y ab. Thus we now write the scalar fields as
〈κ〉(x, Y ) = |e¯(x, Y )|−1/7 e−2d(x,Y )/5 ρ(Y ) ,
〈Aa〉(x, Y ) = 1√
2
e−4d(x,Y )/5 ρ(Y )na(Y ) ,
〈Aa〉(x, Y ) = 1√
2
e4d(x,Y )/5 ρ(Y )na(Y ) ,
〈Bu,ab〉(x, Y ) = e−2d(x,Y )/5 bu,M (x, Y )ωMab(Y ) ρ(Y ) .
(4.1)
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and for the gauge fields and external vielbein
〈Aµab〉(x, Y ) = AµM (x, Y )ωMab(Y ) ρ(Y ) ,
〈Bµν,a〉(x, Y ) = −4Bµν(x, Y )na(Y ) ρ2(Y ) ,
〈Cµνγa〉(x, Y ) = Cµνγ(x, Y )na(Y ) ρ3(Y ) ,
〈Dµνγσ ab〉(x, Y ) = DµνγσM (x, Y )ωMab(Y ) ρ4(Y ) ,
〈eµµ¯〉(x, Y ) = e¯µ¯µ(x, Y ) e−2d(x,Y )/5 ρ(Y ) ,
(4.2)
where will show that e¯µ¯
µ is the string-frame vielbein of the heterotic DFT, and the factor of −4
allows us to make contact with the conventions in [22].
Exactly as for the truncation Ansatz we require the sections ρ, na, na and ωM,ab to satisfy the
same consistency condition as those required for consistent truncations, see section 3.2. Therefore
we impose equations (3.31) and (3.30) and require that the embedding tensor, given in equations
(3.34) and (3.33), as well as the singlet deformations (3.35) are constant and satisfy the quadratic
constraint. To allow for a close comparison to the heterotic DFT formulation in [10, 11, 16] we
will take fM = ξM = Θ = 0. It is however easy to include these, although when ξM 6= 0 we will
not obtain a consistent action principle.
However, let us emphasise that we are not performing a truncation because the fields e¯, d,
bu
M , Aµ
M , Bµν , Cµνρ are still allowed to depend on Y
ab. Instead, we are performing a reduction
of the theory, which as we will see produces the heterotic SO(3, n) DFT with a 7 + 3 split. This
is similar to the procedure used in [17] to obtain massive IIA from EFT.
Recall that the compatibility condition (3.2) implies that
bu,Mbv
M = δuv , (4.3)
and this allows us to define the generalised metric as
HMN = 2bu,MbuN − ηMN . (4.4)
We see that the bu,M appear exactly like the frame fields in DFT [16,45]. We will see in section
5.1 that indeed the frame formulation appears naturally from the SU(2)-reduction of EFT. We
will also make use of the left- and right-moving projectors
P−MN = bu,M b
u
N =
1
2
(ηMN −HMN ) ,
P+MN = ηMN − bu,M buN =
1
2
(ηMN +HMN ) .
(4.5)
4.2 Doublet and closure conditions
In addition to the differential conditions imposed on the sections ρ, na, n
a and ωM,ab we must
also impose certain differential constraints on the fields of the reduced theory because these now
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carry dependence on the extended space.
As discussed in 3.2 and in more length in [14], we must project out the doublets of SU(2)S
in order to have a N = 2 theory. Here this now means that we require that the fields of the
reduced EFT do not depend on the doublet coordinates, i.e.
na∂abd = n
a∂aba = n
a∂abbu,M = . . . = 0 . (4.6)
This removes the dependence on four coordinates so that the reduced theory is left with a six-
dimensional extended coordinate space.
Furthermore, we require that the remaining dependence on these (1,3)⊕ (3,1) coordinates
can be expanded in terms of the sections ωM
ab, i.e.
∂ab =
1
4
ωab
MωM
cd∂cd , (4.7)
when acting on any of the fields in the reduced theory, e.g. for a vector VM
∂abV
M =
1
4
ωab
MωM
cd∂cdV
M . (4.8)
4.3 Reduced extended space and O(3, n) section condition
Because the derivatives acting on the reduced fields can be expanded in the ωM,ab’s we can
introduce the “twisted” derivatives
DMV
N =
1
2
ρωM
cd∂cdV
N , (4.9)
and as we will see these will become the n + 3 derivatives of the extended heterotic space as
in [16]. In order for this identification to work, we require their commutator to vanish, i.e.
[DM , DN ]V
P = 0 , (4.10)
for a generic object V P of the reduced theory. We can write
[DM , DN ] =
1
2ρ
Lω˜M ω˜NPDP −
3
2
ω˜N
[ab∂abω˜M
cd]∂cd , (4.11)
and using the result of section 3.2.2 we find
[DM , DN ] = fMN
PDP − 3
2
ω˜N
[ab∂abω˜M
cd]∂cd . (4.12)
The first term is thus proportional to the embedding tensor of the extended space while the
second term is proportional to the section condition acting on the background and the objects
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of the reduced theory. We now impose both conditions separately, i.e.
ω˜N
ab∂[abω˜|M|
cd∂cd]V
N = 0 , (4.13)
as well as
fMN
PDPV
Q = 0 , (4.14)
where as before VM denotes a generic object of the reduced theory. Given these conditions the
derivatives DM commute and thus we can treat them as if they were (n+ 3) partial derivatives.
The condition
fMN
P∂PV
N = 0 , (4.15)
is precisely the condition imposed in heterotic DFT, where fMN
P is the embedding tensor
encoding the gauge group of the heterotic supergravity [16]. Thus we see the first evidence that
the embedding tensor of the SU(2)-structure reduction defines the gauge group of the heterotic
DFT.
We should mention that in the case of massive IIA [17] a similar analysis is used to show
that the reduced theory has a more restricted “section condition”. This implies that the reduced
theory can only contain 10-dimensional solutions, not 11-dimensional ones, as we expect for a
theory with a Roman’s mass parameter.
Returning to the SU(2)-reduction, it may at first seem strange that we can treat the (n+ 3)
derivatives as if they were coordinate derivatives ∂M even though we started off with only a 10-
dimensional extended space. How can all the (n+ 3) derivatives be independent? The answer
is of course that they are not but when acting on fields in the reduced theory they can be
treated as such because the fields do not have arbitrary coordinate dependence. Their coordinate
dependence is restricted by the EFT section condition which we have not yet imposed. This now
takes the form
∂[abV
P∂cd]W
Q =
1
3!
ρ−2ǫabcdeη
MNne∂MV
P∂NW
Q = 0 , (4.16)
and similarly for double derivatives, where V P and WQ represent arbitrary O(3, n) fields. Thus
we obtain the O(3, n) section condition
ηMN∂Mf∂Ng = η
MN∂M∂Nf = 0 , (4.17)
for any fields f and g of the reduced theory. This implies that the reduced fields can only depend
on three coordinates and thus although we formally use the objects ∂M , only three of these are
ever non-zero.
4.4 Heterotic generalised Lie derivative
Let us now show that with the Ansatz described in section 4.1 above, the EFT generalised Lie
derivative reduces to the heterotic DFT generalised Lie derivative.
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We wish to calculate the generalised Lie derivative of two generalised vectors
〈Λab〉 = ΛM (x, Y )ρ(Y )ωMab(Y ) , 〈V ab〉 = VM (x, Y )ρ(Y )ωMab(Y ) , (4.18)
where as discussed we now let ΛM (x, Y ) and VM (x, Y ) only depend on the external seven
coordinates xµ and the (3,1)⊕ (1,3) extended coordinates. We then find
〈LΛV ab〉 = 1
2
ΛM ω˜M
cdω˜N
ab∂cdV
N +
1
2
V N ω˜N
abω˜M
cd∂cdΛ
M − 2V N ω˜Nc[bω˜Ma]d∂cdΛM
+ ΛMV NLω˜M ω˜Nab
= L¯ΛV ab + fMNPVMΛN ω˜P ab ,
(4.19)
where we have used (3.34) to write the final term as the embedding tensor defined by the SU(2)-
structure, and we have defined
L¯ΛV ab = ω˜Mab
(
1
2
ΛN ω˜N
cd∂cdV
M +
1
2
VM ω˜N
cd∂cdΛ
N
)
− 2V N ω˜Nc[bω˜Ma]d∂cdΛM . (4.20)
The first two terms are just
1
2
ΛN ω˜N
cd∂cdV
M +
1
2
VM ω˜N
cd∂cdΛ
N = ΛN∂NV
M + VM∂NΛ
N , (4.21)
where as we discussed above we defined
∂M =
1
2
ρωM
ab∂ab . (4.22)
For the last term we use (3.22) to write
ωMabωN
caωP
bd = −2ωNcdδMP + ηNPωM,bc . (4.23)
Hence we find
L¯ΛV ab = ω˜Mab
(
ΛN∂NV
M + VM∂NΛ
N − 2V (M∂NΛN) + ηMP ηNQV N∂PΛQ
)
= ω˜M
abL¯ΛVM ,
(4.24)
where
L¯ΛVM = ΛN∂NVM − V N∂NΛM + ηMP ηNQV N∂PΛQ , (4.25)
is precisely the SO(3, n) generalised Lie derivative with no gauging. Putting everything together
we obtain
〈LΛV ab〉 = ω˜MabLΛVM , (4.26)
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where we defined
LΛV
M = ΛN∂NV
M − V N∂NVM + ηMP ηNQV N∂PΛQ + fNPMV NΛP . (4.27)
This is the generalised Lie derivative of the heterotic DFT, with gauge group defined by the
embedding tensor fNP
M , see equation (3.6) of [16].
5 Heterotic Action
We will now show how the EFT action reduces to that of the heterotic DFT [16] with a Kaluza-
Klein split with seven external dimensions [22].
5.1 Heterotic scalar potential
Using the Ansatz (3.24) it is easy to show that the EFT scalar potential reduces to the scalar
potential of the heterotic DFT. Let us begin by evaluating the intrinsic torsion with the Ansatz
(3.24) and using (3.34), (3.33) and (3.35). As we discussed earlier we take fM = ξM = Θ = 0
to allow for a close comparison with [16]. We find that the doublets of SU(2)S vanish exactly as
required. The remaining irreducible representations become
〈S〉 = 1
2ρ
e−8d/5Θ ,
〈T 〉 = 1
6ρ
e2d/5ǫuvwΩuvw ,
〈Tu〉 = 1
ρ
√
2
e2d/5
[
Ωu +
4
7
bu
M∂M ln|e|
]
,
〈Su〉 =
√
2
ρ
e2d/5
[
Ωu +
6
7
bu
M∂M ln|e|
]
,
〈Tab〉 = 1
28ρ
√
2
PM+ Nω
N
ab∂M ln|e| ,
〈T uab〉 = 1
12ρ
√
2
ǫuvweu¯
MωM,abΩvw
u¯ .
(5.1)
Here we have defined the generalised coefficients of anholonomy Ωuvw as in [16] (see also [11],
[18], [45]). That is,
Ωuvw =
(
Lb[ubv
N
)
bw]N , (5.2)
in terms of the generalised Lie derivative of the heterotic DFT including the gaugings, i.e. (4.27),
and
Ωu = ∂M bu
M − 2buM∂Md . (5.3)
Furthermore, eu¯
M , with u¯ = 1, . . . , n represent the n right-moving vielbeine of the generalised
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metric satisfying
PM+ Neu¯
N = eu¯
M , PMN+ = eu¯
Mev¯Nηu¯v¯ , (5.4)
with ηu¯v¯ an O(n) metric which is not necessarily constant, and Ωuv
u¯ is similarly defined in terms
of these generalised vielbeins, see [16].
Plugging (5.1) into (3.12) and using the Ansatz for the metric (3.29) in (3.14) we find the
heterotic DFT scalar potential in the frame formulation [16].
〈|e|V 〉 = ρ5|e¯|e−2d
[
1
12
ΩuvwΩ
uvw +
1
4
ηu¯v¯Ωuv
u¯Ωuvv¯ +
1
2
ΩuΩ
u +Ωubu
M∂M ln|e|
−1
4
HMN∂Mgµν∂Ngµν
]
.
(5.5)
5.2 Heterotic kinetic and topological terms
We have already shown in section 4.4 that the EFT generalised Lie derivative reduces to that of
the heterotic DFT. This means that the external covariant derivative of the EFT [3], defined as
Dµ = ∂µ − LAµ , (5.6)
will also reduce to the heterotic external covariant derivative, see e.g. [22] for the O(d, d) version
thereof.
For example, we find
〈DµBu,ab〉 = ωM,ab
[
∂µ
(
bu
Me−2d/5
)
− LAµ
(
bu
Me−2d/5
)]
,
〈DµAa〉 = 1√
2
na
(
∂µe
−4d/5 − LAµe−4d/5
)
,
〈Dµκ〉 = ρ
[
∂µ
(
|e¯|1/7e−2d/5
)
− LAµ
(
|e¯|1/7e−2d/5
)]
,
(5.7)
where one can read off
LAµ
(
e−2d/5bu
M
)
= Aµ
N∂N
(
e−2d/5bu
M
)
− e−2d/5buN∂NAµM + e−2d/5buN∂MAµN
+
1
5
e−2d/5bu
M∂NAµ
N + fNP
MAµ
Nbu
P ,
LAµe
−4d/5 = Aµ
N∂Ne
−4d/5 +
2
5
e−4d/5∂NAµ
N ,
LAµ
(
|e¯|1/7e−2d/5
)
= Aµ
N∂N
(
|e¯|1/7e−2d/5
)
+
1
5
|e¯|1/7e−2d/5∂NAµN .
(5.8)
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These equations imply that
LAµbu
M = Aµ
N∂Nbu
M − buN∂NAµM + buN∂MAµN + fNPMAµNbuP ,
LAµe
−2d = Aµ
N∂Ne
−2d + e−2d∂NAµ
N ,
LAµ |e¯| = AµN∂N |e¯| .
(5.9)
Thus, we can see that bu
M transforms as a O(3, n) vector field, e−2d as a scalar density of weight
1 and |e¯| as a scalar, exactly as in the heterotic DFT.
The same computation for the full external vielbein and the gauge fields shows that e¯µ
µ¯
transforms as a scalar, Aµ
M as a O(3, n) vector and Bµν and Cµνρ as scalars with respect to the
heterotic generalised Lie derivative. Thus we see that the EFT covariant derivative Dµ reduces
to that of the heterotic DFT which we label by
Dµ = ∂µ − LAµ . (5.10)
We can now compute
〈DµAa〉 = − 4
5
√
2
e−4d/5naDµd ,
〈(DµBu,abDνBucd) ǫabcdeAe〉 = 2
√
2Dµbu
M
Dνb
u
M +
24
√
2
25
DµdDνd .
(5.11)
Using
∂µHMN∂νHMN = 8∂µbuN∂νbuN , (5.12)
we can rewrite the second equation as
〈(DµBu,abDνBucd) ǫabcdeAe〉 =
√
2
4
DµHMNDνHMN + 24
√
2
25
DµdDνd . (5.13)
Thus, the scalar kinetic terms reduce to
〈|e|LSK〉 = 〈|e|gµν
(
1
2
√
2
DµBu,abDνB
u
cdǫ
abcdeAe − 14DµAaDνAa
)
〉
= ρ5|e¯|e−2d
(
1
8
g¯µνDµHMNDνHMN + 4g¯µνDµdDνd
)
,
(5.14)
which are the the scalar kinetic terms of the heterotic DFT in a Kaluza-Klein split, see e.g. [22].
Let us now consider the reduction of the field strengths using (3.29). We find
〈Fµνab〉 = ρωMabFµνM ,
〈Hµνγ a〉 = −4ρ2naHµνγ ,
〈Jµνγσa〉 = ρ3naJµνγσ ,
(5.15)
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where Fµν
M , Hµνγ and Jµνγσ are the reduced field strength of the Kaluza-Klein split heterotic
DFT [22], i.e.
Fµν
M = 2∂[µAν]
M − [Aµ, Aν ]MC − ∂MBµν ,
Hµνρ = 3D[µBνρ] + 3∂[µAν
MAρ]M −A[µM
[
Aν , Aρ]
]
C,M
,
Jµνρσ = 4D[µCνρσ] + ∂
MDµνρσ,M .
(5.16)
Here
[Aµ, Aν ]
M
C =
1
2
(
LAµLAν − LAνAµ
)
, (5.17)
is the antisymmetrised heterotic generalised Lie derivative. Because the three form decouples
from the two-form, it is not necessary to include it in the Kaluza-Klein split DFT tensor hierarchy.
With the above reduction it is easy to see that
〈|e|Lkin,vectors〉 = ρ5|e¯|e−2dg¯µγ g¯νσFµνMFγσN (2bu,MbuN − ηMN )
= −ρ5|e¯|e−2dg¯µγ g¯νσFµνMFγσNHMN ,
(5.18)
which is the correct kinetic term for the vector fields. Similarly, we reduce the kinetic term for
the two-form potentials
Lkin,2-form = − 1
48
Hµνρ,aHµνρbAaAb , (5.19)
to find
〈|e|Lkin,2-form〉 = −1
6
ρ5|e¯|e−2dg¯µσg¯νρg¯γλHµνγHσρλ , (5.20)
again reproducing the correct kinetic term for the two-form potentials.
Finally, it is easy to see from [14] that the topological term vanishes in the reduction. Thus
neither the three-form potential nor its four-form field strength appear in the action as required.
6 M-theory / Heterotic duality
Let us now use the results presented here and in [14] to discuss the M-theory / heterotic duality
in the context of the SL(5) EFT. Consider the SL(5) EFT with a K3 surface in the extended
space. We can now perform a consistent truncation in two ways.
We let i, j = 1, . . . , 4 label the four coordinates on which the K3 surface depends. These
are embedded into Y ab as Y i5. We further let ρωM,ij be the 22 harmonic two-forms of the K3
surface. Furthermore we take n5 = n5 = 1 and ρ = constant. Thus we have that
ω˜M
ab = ρǫabcdeωM,cdne , (6.1)
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have as their only non-zero components
ω˜M
ij =
1√
2
ρǫijklωM,kl . (6.2)
From the generalised Lie derivative (2.2) we thus find
Lω˜MωN,ij = 0 , (6.3)
because ∂ij ω˜M,kl = 0 and
Lω˜MωN,i5 =
1√
2
ǫklpqωN,ik∂l (ωM,pqρ) = 0 , (6.4)
because ρωM,ij are harmonic. We also find that
Lω˜Mna = 0 , ∂abnb = 0 , (6.5)
and so the doublet and closure condition are satisfied and the embedding tensor and the singlet
deformation vanish.
We can choose the four coordinates Y i5 as parameterising our section in which case we see
that we have performed a consistent truncation of 11-dimensional SUGRA on K3. This way we
have obtained an ungauged seven-dimensional SUGRA with 19 abelian vector multiplets, exactly
as required.
However, there is also another interpretation of the above set-up. We could have first per-
formed a reduction of the SL(5) EFT on K3 and obtained the SO(3, 19) heterotic DFT with
abelian gauge group. The DFT fields would then be required to depend only on the six coordi-
nates Y ij since
nb∂ab = (∂i5, 0) . (6.6)
is required to vanish for all reduced fields. Furthermore, we would have obtained 22 twisted
derivatives
∂M =
1
2
ω˜M
ab∂ab =
1
2
ω˜M
ij∂ij . (6.7)
Now we could have performed a trivial toroidal truncation of this heterotic DFT, in order to
match the previous set-up, where we would have chosen three of the Y ij as parameterising our
section. This would have described the consistent truncation of the heterotic string on T 3 with
the gauge group broken to its abelian subgroup.
From this perspective the difference between the two cases, M-theory on K3 and heterotic
on T 3 resides in the choice of section: if we take the four coordinates of the K3 surface as our
section then we are performing a consistent truncation of 11-dimensional SUGRA on K3, while if
we choose one of the other six coordinates as our section then we have more naturally performed
a T 3 truncation of the abelian O(3, 19) heterotic SUGRA.
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7 Conclusions
In this paper we have shown that exceptional field theory not only contains 11-dimensional
and IIB SUGRA but also the heterotic SUGRA via its doubled version, the heterotic DFT.
The EFT can be reduced to the heterotic DFT when its extended space contains a generalised
SU(2)-structure manifold. The reduction used is very similar to a truncation on generalised
SU(2)-structure manifolds [14]. However, the coefficients appearing in the expansion of the EFT
fields are still allowed to depend on the extended space, albeit subject to further constraints
which ensure that the resulting theory has N = 2 SUSY. The embedding tensor defined by this
reduction procedure defines the gauge group of the heterotic DFT while the number of sections
of the (3,1)-bundle of SU(2)S × SU(2)R ⊂ SL(5) used in the reduction defines the number of
vector fields of the heterotic DFT.
We have shown that using the reduction Ansatz it is natural to introduce n + 3 “twisted”
derivatives which commute when the reduced fields are subject to a number of constraints and
thus can be thought of as n + 3 coordinate derivatives. The constraints imposed are also re-
quired from the heterotic DFT perspective directly [16]. Furthermore, with this Ansatz the
generalised Lie derivative of the EFT reduces to that of the heterotic DFT. This suggests that
one should interpret the n + 3 “twisted” derivatives as the Fourier duals to momentum and
wrapping modes. Indeed, in the case of the consistent truncation of M-theory on K3, we find 22
wrapping derivatives this way.
Finally, we have shown how the duality between M-theory on K3 and the heterotic string on
T 3 arises in EFT. In the M-theory case, the K3 surface is taken to form the four-dimensional
M-theory section of EFT, whereas in the heterotic picture, it is a subset of three out of the extra
six directions which are taken as the section. Thus the duality here is generated by a change
of section even though there are no isometries. It is thus an example of a “generalised duality”
without isometries.
It would be interesting to further explore the heterotic / M-theory duality, in particular
whether it can capture gauge enhancement when two-cycles of the K3 surface shrink. For exam-
ple, in [46] it was shown that double field theory can capture the gauge enhancement at self-dual
circles. This would be an interesting test to see whether EFT really captures phenomena which
go beyond SUGRA but are related to wrapping sectors of M-theory. Another thing to under-
stand would be whether α’ corrections are correctly handled in this picture, see for example [47]
for ways these corrections can be incorporated in generalised geometry.
Furthermore, one might ask what happens in lower dimensions. For example, one would
expect to see the duality between IIA and the heterotic string in the Spin(5, 5) EFT [48,49]. In
four dimensions one would hope to see mirror symmetry arise between consistent truncations on
exceptional SU(6)-structures [50].
Yet another possible avenue of further research would be to study solutions of exceptional
field theory on K3. In [19], [20] it was shown that the string and pp-wave solutions are unified as
one solution of DFT and similarly for branes and monopoles in EFT. How does one describe a
21
solution of EFT on K3 corresponding to an M5-brane wrapping the K3? In this case, its heterotic
DFT dual should be the heterotic string and it would be interesting to see how this arises from
the formalism presented in this paper.
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